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hera pheri (hindi: हरा पेरी) is a 2015
indian telugu romantic comedy film,

produced by sravan under the banner of
film farmz & co. it is a remake of tamil film

enakku innan, starring vijay and
tamannaah. directed by debutante,

praveen, the film stars varun tej,
tamannaah, and sameera reddy in the lead
roles. the film has music composed by raj-
koti and cinematography handled by v. s.

prasanna. the film was released on 25 april
2015. the audio rights of the film were

purchased by t-series, and released on 26
april 2015. the film was later dubbed into
tamil as adhey, and released on 22 may

2015. the telugu film was remade in hindi
as hera pheri, starring varun dhawan,

which was released on 25 august 2015.
hera pheri movie is one of the new releases
this week, it was released on 2014-01-10,
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movie in mp4 format. if not we are here to
download hera pheri movie in high quality

mp4 format. disclaimer: this hera pheri
movie is for entertainment purposes only,
we have no responsibility for any legal or
copyright matters. if you are out of your

country, or if you are under age, please do
not use this site. we do not host any

torrents here. disclaimer: this hera pheri
movie is for entertainment purposes only,
we have no responsibility for any legal or
copyright matters. if you are out of your

country, or if you are under age, please do
not use this site. now a day, everyone
wants to download anime movies and

shows from torrents without spending so
much time and money on downloading

them. here in this blog, i will tell you how
to download tv series and movies for free.
if you are looking for free episodes of your
favorite tv show, then here is the place for

you. hera pheri is an indian series that
aired on zee tv. it premiered on 24 january
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2013 and it stars arhaan behl, kunal
sharma, aditi arya, tanushree kaushik,
meghna malik, disha parmar and rahul

dev. the story of the series is about a boy
named arjun who lives in a lower middle
class joint family. he is passionate about
classical indian dance. but he has never

had the opportunity to learn it as his father
and mother doesn't want him to study
anything. he meets a new girl in school

named neelima who gives him the
opportunity to learn it. the series, which

has been produced by jaya mishra, is
written by milind joshi and directed by

mohit chauhan. hera pheri is a comedy-
drama series which is about the lives of the

people of a middle-class joint family. a
group of five friends are regular characters

in the series, which is set against the
backdrop of india’s biggest festival and is

also a story of education and self-
realization. free download hera pheri in

hindi dubbed torrent now a day, everyone
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